
Touchstones Full Moon Circle – A Women’s Spiritual Development Circle with Lauren D’Silva 

Booking Terms and Conditions  

To join the Touchstones Full Moon Circle you agree that: 

1. You are over the age of 18.  

 

2. You will keep confidentiality within the Circle. 

 

3. You will treat other members of the Circle with consideration and respect. 

 

4. You acknowledge that punctuality is required. The Circle will close ten minutes after the start time 

and you will not be admitted after this point. Arriving late and consequently being locked out of 

the Circle session is not grounds for a refund. 

 

5. You are responsible for checking your inbox for the Zoom link for the Circle. Ensure you do so at 

least an hour BEFORE the Circle opens as Lauren D’Silva will be focused on preparing for Circle and 

unavailable to respond to any messages immediately before going online. Not finding your Zoom 

link in time is not a reason for a refund. 

 

6. You accept full responsibility for your own health and well-being throughout. Touchstones 

Therapies Limited will accept no responsibility whatsoever for your health and well-being.   

  

Please note that this Circle may not be suitable for you if you are in the first trimester of pregnancy 

or have:  

  

i) An ongoing medical condition of an acute or chronic nature  

ii) Ongoing severe emotional or mental trauma   

iii) Drug (prescribed or otherwise), alcohol or substance addictions  

iv) Special needs that create problems with learning  

  

Please state ongoing health issues clearly on your application form. Your information will be held in 

confidence. If you are in any doubt about whether this Circle is suitable for you seek medical advice.   

  

7. Withdrawal from Circle:  

You are committing to a place in Circle for the full year. Please give as much notice as possible if 

you will no longer be able to attend. If there is a genuine and unavoidable need to withdraw from 

Circle a partial reduction in the fees owing may be considered. Any such reduction will be made 

entirely at Lauren D’Silva’s discretion. 

If there is dissatisfaction with the Circle, you must notify Lauren D’Silva by email immediately. 

Retrospective complaints will not be considered as reason for refunds.  

If for some unforeseeable reason there is a month/s in which a Full Moon Circle session does not 

run your fees for that month/s would be refunded.  

 

8. Lauren D’Silva reserves the right to ask any member to leave the Circle if their behaviour is not 

conducive to the harmony of the group. If you are asked to leave monies paid for sessions 

unattended will be refunded, but monies paid for sessions received will not be subject to refund.  
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